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RETURN OF MY MAC
If your computer is in need of an upgrade,

Richard Ellis McCallum at A&E IT is the man to call

OK, first off, I just want to start by saying that I love my Mac! 
Having been a PC user for most of my life, I made the decision 
to move to a Mac a couple of years ago. And what can I say, 
once you have gone Mac you are never going back.
   For the last two years, my Mac has served me well. But 
gradually over time it started to get slower, and eventually 
everything was painful. Even shutting it down took a few 
minutes. In the morning I’d turn it on and then go and get a cup 
of tea whilst it warmed itself up. In addition, because of the 
large number of files on there, it was gradually running out of 
space, causing even more problems.
   So I turned to Richard Ellis McCallum from A&E IT for help. 
He’d mentioned previously about his custom builds and I 
always thought it was a bit of a luxury owning a super-fast Mac. 
I wondered if the investment really would deliver noticeable 
benefits and (to be honest) did I really need them? But now  
I feel the need to spread the word because I’ve finally got him 
to give my old Mac the ‘custom treatment’.  
   Rich has worked magic. My Mac is now so much faster and 
more pleasurable to use in day-to-day life, let alone for work.  
It is so responsive and every action takes place in seconds. It 
fires up straight away and as soon as I hit shut down it is out for 
the count. Programs load instantly and flicking between them is 
seamless. I gave Rich my painfully slow MacBook but it returned 
as this super-fast muscle machine. I realised what I’d been 
missing immediately – it’s an absolute essential upgrade and 
everyone with a Mac should become a member of his elite club!
   So how does it work?
   Before Rich did anything, he backed up the whole system and 
my data, then ran system checks for software and hardware 
errors. He discovered an underlying hardware fault so this was 
rectified before going any further. 
   He then removed the optical (CD/DVD drive) and existing hard 
drive, fitting a large, new hard drive (HDD) into the space left by 
the optical drive. Then, in the original hard drive bay, he fitted 
an all-electronic, super-quick solid state drive (SSD).
   We also decided to ‘clean install’ a new system so he literally 
did rebuild it from scratch.

All my personal data was restored and the machine set to read and 
write to the correct drives automatically. The original optical drive 
was fitted to an external caddy so that I am still able to read and 
burn CDs and DVDs.
   The machine was then thoroughly tested, given a good clean and 
returned in perfect condition, ready to rock and roll – in a brand 
new super cool acid green case, I might add! Rich had even saved 
a cool image for my desktop background and given a pretty pink 
flower for my log-in profile. It’s these little touches that shows that 
Rich really does go the extra mile. Thanks Rich!
   Here’s a breakdown of the immediate benefits of an A&E  
Custom build:

• Superfast start-up in 10-20 seconds

•  Superfast day-to-day performance and huge storage. New 
models don’t have anywhere near as much storage unless you 
pay lots of money

• All existing data securely retained

• Ready to use on delivery. No set-up required

•  Windows users can have one! Can be configured to run  
Windows and Mac operating systems at the same time.  
No reboot required

•  All machines undergo a rigorous pre-flight check and are given  
a free full service before upgrade

• Nothing like it available from Apple

•  Completely custom configured for optimum performance. 
Processes are automatic requiring no input or change in 
behaviour from user

•  RAM upgraded up to twice the Apple suggested maximum –  
It is 100% safe and makes for easier multi-tasking and better 
overall performance

•  Completely reversible to standard spec, if required. Nobody 
would ever know – not even even Apple

• Retains use of optical drive in matching external caddy supplied


